One+One is a self-published independent journal with a team of writers who are active
participants in a non-profit, non-commercial venture. We are self-funded and write for
the love of our subject rather than for personal financial gain.
We encourage a wide variety of articles whether autobiographical, journalistic, historical, philosophical, socio-political or whether they are manifestos or interviews. However the perspective of the filmmaker or the critical re-invention of film, as a theme, is
of central importance. All articles should cover at least one of the topics listed below.
• Critical examinations of filmmaking; its craft, process or social context. This may concern either independent self-financed filmmaking or the film industry and film-funding.
• Social issues in films.
• Film as part of a “Revolutions in Progress”
• Underrated or under-acknowledged filmmakers or acknowledged filmmakers who
have radically and experimentally broken boundaries in some way.
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We are looking for proposals, from writers, filmmakers and theorists who are interested
in breaking new ground, in unique discussions and challenges.
The word count is negotiable but we usually look for articles under 3000 words.
A 300-word proposal should be sent before an essay idea is finalised.
Send proposals to submissions@filmmakersjournal.co.uk. Further information on
submissions can be viewed at http://filmmakersjournal.co.uk/submissions.php and
the journal can be viewed on our website http://filmmakersjournal.co.uk.
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Welcome to the fourth issue
of One+One
Filmmakers Journal
One+One seeks to overcome stagnation, it seeks to provoke discussion and critical
reassessments and propel cinema into the future. It is not a magazine compiled of
five star reviews, neither is it a journal of socially detached cold academic prose.
One+One seeks to bring the filmmaker and the theorist together, moving forward the
task of Cinema and aiding the becoming of the medium. One+One encourages mutual
exchange where the filmmakers and theorists can converge to discuss the becoming
of the medium that they both, in their own way, partake in shaping. One+One does
not intend to separate itself from the world. It encourages political, social and cultural
analysis of film and filmmaking. It aims to leave no stone unturned; craft, process,
funding, style and content must be subjected to rigorous scrutiny. It similarly seeks
to reappraise history, bringing underrated or under-acknowledged filmmakers to the
fore, whilst simultaneously celebrating acknowledged filmmakers who have radically
and experimentally broken boundaries in some way. By doing so, One+One seeks to
unearth a filmmaking for the future. One+One is a never-ending manifesto, an openended equation; it seeks to motivate, innovate, challenge and transform. It is, like history
itself, a ‘work in progress’.
In this issue, sexual and gender politics looms large. In his hunt for a new sexual
politic for cinema, Bradley Tuck searches American Cinema of the Seventies. John
Bradburn, likewise, turns to American Occult Cinema, demonstrating how it brought
hidden sexualities and lifestyles into view. Diarmuid Hester draws philosophical insights
from the sexually graphic film Irréversible, Chris Brown finds homosexual undertones
in Miklós Jancsó’s My Way Home and James Marcus Tucker explores the problematic
representation of femininity in Tarkovsky. If nothing else we hope this issue provokes
discussion, debate, revives interests and stimulates new ones.
Please take a look at our website www.filmmakersjournal.co.uk where you’ll be able
to read articles from previous issues of One+One and find links to our Facebook and
Twitter page where you’ll be able to keep up to date with news and events.
For those of you interested in writing please see the submissions section of our website
or contact submissions@filmmakersjournal.co.uk for more information.
Bradley Tuck
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How Russ Meyer Came
to Rule the World
And How Even Divine Intervention
Couldn’t Stop Him
Bradley Tuck

He would go on to develop his own has gone in a similar direction, internalising
unique brand of titillation with underground lap-dancing, pornography, breast implants
cult classics such as the 1965 exploita- and burlesque as sexual liberation and hertion film Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! and the alding Madonna, the Spice Girls, Britney
1970 subculture film about a group of naive Spears and the characters of Sex And The
young hippies discovering the decadence City as its empowered heroes. Whilst Meyand excess in Hollywood, Beyond the Val- er is the grandfather of this post-feminist
ley of the Dolls. Along with Hugh Hefner, raunch capitalism that dominated the 80s,
Meyer was a pioneer of a new phase of 90s and 00’s, he is also the forerunner of a
capitalism. In contrast to the restrained pa- different American underground.
triarchal traditionalism of the fifties, where
men were breadwinners and traditional Queer Interventions
family values ruled supreme, this phase of Along with the sexploitation films of David
capitalism relinquishes traditional authority F. Freedman, the gore films of Hershell
and embraces permissiveness, voyeurism, Gordon Lewis, the Satanist gay cinema of
excess and sexual liberation. His films de- Kenneth Anger and the trashy Warhol films
light in sexual provocation and the break- of Paul Morrissey, Meyer contributed to an
down of sexual taboos. Powerful women, American underground that constantly relesbianism, male homosexuality and S/M all appear in
Meyer’s archetype of big-breasted
his films. However this is no
leftist utopianism! In Vixen woman is now the archetype of modern
the message is clear, for all consumerism
its follies, better the capitalism embodied in promiscuous, bisexual, assessed the issues of sexual and gender
but racist Vixen, than the communism of politics. His unusual editing and his mischieCuba. This is not to say that the sexual ex- vous sense of humour gave new filmmakcesses of capitalism do not go unpunished ers tactics to parody and subvert traditional
(as in Beyond the Valley of the Dolls) or that American values. In John Water’s Pink Flawomen don’t win against the brutal patri- mingos (1972) and Michael Sarne’s Myra
archal world around them (as in Up!), but Breckenridge (1970), Meyerian subversion
Meyer’s is not mounting a leftist revolution. is taken into new territory. In stark contrast
Meyer’s films wallow in sexual excess and to the marketised identity politics of the past
the objectification of women. In Up! the few decades, Pink Flamingos and Myra Breaudience is confronted with brutally violent ckenridge emerge out of post-68 identity
slapstick rape scenes. Women may win and politics, where previously unrepresented or
take vengeance, but they must be violently excluded voices held the potential for radiassaulted for our humour and titillation be- cal emancipatory social change. Both films
forehand. If Meyer was once a renegade, use camp shock tactics to challenge and
battling against fifties prudency, capitalism provoke. From these films, made at a time
seems to have adopted his mold. His ar- of cultural upheaval and social change, a
chetypal well-endowed women have be- utopian light radiates out. We encounter a
come a staple of magazines such as Nuts, point in history where things may have unLoaded, FHM and Bizarre. Female culture folded in a different way. For this reason it is

“

Still from Russ Meyer’s Supervixens
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Russ Meyer had quite a knack for iconic
images: Serial killing Go-Go Dancers, a
transgender Shakespearian Hollywood
actor on a homicidal rampage, a porn-king
Hitler, a naked one-woman Greek chorus
and a host of bare big-breasted women
fighting back in a male dominated world.

His style is distinctive, a mixture of strange
camera angles (usually very low, submissive and voyeuristic), soft porn, sexual
violence and camp absurdism. In his early
career Russ Meyer worked as a glamour
photographer for magazines like Hugh Hefner’s Playboy.

”
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worth revealing the utopian and transformative potentials that remain unrealised.

message is ‘filth’. The upperclass Marbles
kidnap and impregnate women in order to
make money. Their excesses are capitalisa) Pink Flamingos and The Asceticism tic excesses, based around gaining money
of Filth
to fund their decedent lifestyle. Divine, by
contrast, is the figure of ascetic excess. DiKill Everyone Now! Condone First Degree vine has no money and her excess comes
murder! Advocate Cannibalism! Eat Shit! from whatever she has available. For the
Filth are my politics, Filth is my life.
Marbles, excess comes from money. For
Divine excess comes from filth. Divine re-Divine in Pink Flamingos
jects values and conventions and seeks to
In Pink Flamingos, Divine, the notorious upset the balance of traditional American
drag queen of Water’s early films, is on life and thus the heights of western civilization crumble. Grandeur
and technical mastery are
the ascetic lives of Socrates, Diocast aside. Pink Flamingos
genes and Jesus threatened the world
is a film that, paradoxically,
with their transformative energies
finds excess in simplicity.
This is not a new thing. In
the run. She is living under the alias of the ancient world the ascetic lives of SocBabs Johnson and hiding out in a trailer rates, Diogenes and Jesus threatened the
park with her retarded egg-obsessed world with their transformative energies.
mother, her deviant chicken-fucking son, These ascetics abstained from luxuries and
Crackers, and her friend Cotton. She superficial excesses and yet in doing so unhas earned the reputation for being “the leashed devilish excesses. For Diogenes, a
filthiest person alive”. This attracts the at- life that rejected money and conventions
tention of Connie and Raymond Marble, was the only path to virtue. To live like a
a couple who make their money by kid- dog (Cynicism) was the good life. Cynicism
napping women, impregnating them and rejected money and social norms because
selling their babies to rich lesbians. They spirituality existed beyond it. Diogenes did
want to steal Divine’s title and for the rest not favour conventions. He lived in a barof the film the two sides vie for it. What rel, masturbated in the market place, spat
follows is filth, as each side tries to outdo in people’s faces and crowned the loser at
the other. As a result, its 1970s audience is athletic contests2. For the Cynics, athletic
subjected to chicken-fucking, incest and games and the market place were social
pre-operative MTF transsexuals flashing. spaces that perpetuated a warped vision of
In the final scene, Divine eats actual dog- strength, civility and moneymaking materishit, proving her right to the title.
alism. They did not inspire true virtue. The
Pink Flamingos grew out of Abbie Hoff- social aims of civilization were distorted
man style riots1 and the pre-punk group of and in such a distorted world, the good life
queers and misfits that starred in the film. could only be discovered in the life of losIt is unapologetically low budget, trashy ers. Thus to crown the loser at the athletics
and designed for a midnight movie audi- is a wholly corrective act. Diogenes’ exence. Pink Flamingos’ style, content and cess did not rely on money as in the Market
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Still From Pink Flamingos

place, but flowed from his loins and social
antagonism. For Diogenes, as with Divine,
excess comes from simplicity.
This motif is even found in the gospels,
within which Judaism is subjected to a
strange cynic reversal of dimensions; the
meek inherit the earth and the crucified,
work-shy vagabond is revealed to be the
messiah. In this reversal, the Abrahamic
sacrifice becomes salvation; God is cast
into the body of the Isaacian sacrifice and
the loser becomes king. Divinity springs,
not from the skies above, but the salt of
the earth. Water (that which flows from the
earth) is transformed into wine (the source
of excess and decadence). The people
of God are not the rich, the powerful or
the religious authorities, but the poor, the
prostitutes and the criminals. Simplicity, even in its raw brutality, is the truest
embodiment of divinity. Just as Diogenes

finds excess in his loins and Jesus transforms water into the source of excess, so
too does Divine find excess in dog shit. In
these three figures something excessive
comes from simplicity.
In Pink Flamingos, simplicity is excessive and conventions and traditional
hierarchies are rejected. Herein resides
its radical transformative potential. The
excluded make their mark via excess,
shock and “bad taste”. Through this logic,
the excluded create their existence as
something antithetical. Dimensions are
reversed and diverse body shapes, sexualities and genders are celebrated. In
this respect, Pink Flamingos isn’t simply
a film about decadence, but one where
decadence serves to present utopian
possibilities. Pink Flamingos reverses the
dimensions of bourgeoisie morality and
etiquette in order to present the unrepre-
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Myra Breckenridge

sented, unacknowledged and excluded.
The simplicity of filth reveals an antagonistic logic through which social outcasts
can reverse the dimensions of society and
recast themselves as Divinity.
b) Myra Breckenridge and the Communism of Excess
“[My goal is] the destruction of the last
vestigial traces of traditional manhood in
the race in order to realign the sexes, thus
reducing the population while increasing
human happiness and preparing Humanity for the next stage.”

8

-Myra in Myra Breckenridge
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In Michael Sarne’s Myra Breckenridge, a
less-than-faithful adaptation of Gore Vidal’s book of the same name, Myron Breckenridge (Rex Reed) has a sex change,
becoming Myra Breckenridge (Raquel
Welsh) and sets out to Hollywood to gain
her inheritance from her rich uncle Buck
Loner (John Huston). She aims to live out
her fantasies whilst simultaneously destroying traditional manhood, realigning
the sexes, reducing the population and increasing human happiness. In Hollywood
she takes a teaching position at Buck’s
acting school and meets the seductive
casting agent, Leticia Van Allen, (Portrayed
by actress and sexual icon Mae West,
with the camp innuendo and provocative
flirtation that defined her career). Whilst
there she sets her eyes on gender typical
students Rusty Godowski and Mary Ann
Pringle and sets about transforming their
narrow view of gender roles and destroying their relationship.
Myra has a complicated and contradictory personality and the many layers of this
film reflect this. Her political aim is a new
stage of humanity that would reject procreative utility and reproductive naturalism
in the name of ending famine and increasing human happiness. Myra promotes a
queer utopianism aimed at curing the dangers of overpopulation, whilst encouraging humanity to overcome utility and realise their happiness free from the fetters of
biological drives and reproduction. At the
same time Myra loves Hollywood cinema
(1931-1947). Unlike Divine she does not
flee modernity, but appropriates and transforms it. In Myra Breckenridge modernity,
not filth, holds transformative power. Myra
is the consummation of American dreams
and yet transcends this, presenting utopian
possibilities for a new America. Hollywood
cinema is put under the surgeon’s scalpel

and transformed. In order to transform tra- Buñuel, Fellini, Meyer and Monty Python.
ditional gender roles she must appropriate By softening the dark and graphic elethe very mechanisms that sustain them. ments of the book, Sarne’s film became
Myra must grasp Hollywood and prepare it far more celebratory of Myra and reflected
for its next stage. Myra must create a new a world in the midst of change. Dispensing
modernity out of the already existing one.
with satirical and critical elements, the film
In Myra Breckenridge a dialectics brought Myra’s transformative agenda to
emerges between old Hollywood and a the forefront incorporating it into the films
new utopian Hollywood. This dialectic overall style. Unusual editing, camp career
was re-enacted in the transition from Vi- comebacks and surrealism defined this
dal’s book to Sarne’s film. In this transition film. A masterful innovation on Sarne’s part
a tension emerges in which Vidal’s book was the use of footage from old films that
is brought face to face with Hollywood. A was literally edited in. Footage of Marlene
battle ensues, through which Gore Vidal, Dietrich, Laurel and Hardy, Shirley Temple,
the studio system and the director Michael Judy Garland, Marilyn Monroe and many
Sarne vie for the future of Myra.
Whilst, Vidal’s book was a dark,
Myra enacts her mission, transsexually graphic satire (compaforming traditional manhood, rerable to A Clockwork Orange),
Sarne’s vision was a camp hip- aligning the sexes and preparing
pie comedy (comparable to Be- America for its next stage
yond the Valley of the Dolls and
Barbarella). By revealing dark elements of others is spliced into scenes and their
Myra’s personality and the unsetting con- meaning metamorphosed. A new Hollysequences of her actions the book was wood is created out of an old one. Modern
far less sympathetic to Myra’s attempt to technology must be transformed in order
live out her fantasies. Twentieth Century to create a new sensory experience.
Fox rejected Vidal’s scripts. According to
Myra Breckenridge must take her place
Sarne, Fox turned to him in order to get amongst radical modernists who neither
“out of the sordid pornographic elements wanted to flee modernity or leave it as it is.
of the book.”3 Camp became a conserv- Oscar Wilde was one such person. He adative tool to soften the blow of a risqué mired the poetic hights of Byron, Shelley,
book. In order to deactivate some of the Browning, Victor Hugo and Baudelaire, yet
books graphic content, the film had to be lamented that such individualism was only
rendered a dream where Myron imagines possible for a few people. The existence
Myra as his alter ego. This allowed a more of poverty and private property meant that
figurative reading of the book and let Fox most people waste their lives in “an unoff the hook. Rather than Myra transform- healthy and exaggerated altruism”4 or a
ing Hollywood, Hollywood transformed degrading servitude. Machinery perpetuMyra. To do so the film had to become ated this. Man had become its slave. “At
a surreal Felliniesque cinematic journey. present” writes Wilde “machinery comHollywood, in order to remain Hollywood, petes against man. Under proper condihad to become less like Hollywood. What tions machinery will serve man.”5 Machinwas created was something close to ery holds a utopian potential that extends
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beyond current conditions. Free from the
bondage of traditional labour relations, individualism would flourish. Grasping the
radical power of technology would make
possible a new humanity that would sore
into the heights of human perfection in
art, science and culture. By transforming
technology, the unequal excesses of capitalism would be transformed into a communism of excess, where modern luxuries
could be enjoyed universally.
Aesthetic sensibilities in this new age of
modernism would be transformed. “For the
starving man…” Marx writes, “…it is not the
human form of food that exists, but only its
abstract existence as food”6. For the starving, food is not aesthetic, but merely sustenance. In order for the “richness of man’s
essential being” to unfold, mankind must
be able to cultivate “the richness of subjective human sensibility (a musical ear, an
eye for beauty of form – in short, senses
capable of human gratification, senses affirming themselves as essential powers of
man)”7. In order for this, a transformation
in society must occur, one that will allow
the excesses of human sense to develop
into unfortold magnitude. By harnessing
the excesses of capitalism, the communism of excess creates new conditions for
aesthetic experience. By transforming the
social and economic mechanisms of modern technology, a new humanism becomes
possible, one capable of creating new
ways of being and sensing.
Cinematic technology also contains
this utopian transformative potency. In
Dziga Vertov’s 1929 film-experiment Man
with a Movie Camera, cinematic technologies are transformed creating a new
perception of modernism. The film opens
with a man with a movie camera followed
by a cinema soon packed out with people. The orchestra begins to play and the
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film begins. The film is compiled of people doing everyday activities and using
everyday technologies. Images of trams,
people at work, sleeping on benches,
miners, sports, typewriters, people putting
on make-up and people on the beach are
all collected together and subjected to
double exposures, freeze frames, splitscreens and other early experimental devises. In this film cinema takes a self-referential gaze into everyday life. Everyday life
gets caught in its webs and its meaning
transformed. The everyday world loses
its clear demarcation, distinctions and
hierarchies and all things merge into an
intoxicating flow of images. The images
are stripped of their conventional meaning
and placing so that they may be sensed
afresh. In Guy Debord’s film Society of the
Spectacle old images from cinema and
other found footage are appropriated and
re-edited into the film. Images are found,
fused and thrust together. The old image
is taken over and re-inscribed. The meanings are transformed and prepared for the
next revolutionary stage of humanity.
This transformative power of sense is an
essential fabric of Myra Breckenridge. The
film takes a self-referential gaze into Hollywood. Classical Hollywood cinema must
be appropriated and reinvented by creating
new juxtapositions and new meanings. The
film uses a camp surreal style to challenge
conventional gender roles and eschews
the illusion of a “natural” age, gender and
sexuality. Conventions and hierarchies
disintegrate. Myra shifts from male (Rex
Reed) to female (Raquel Welsh) and the
film is subjected to a surreal disorientating
edit and comic absurdism that prevents
the film from being naturalised. Age is not
a limit on sexuality. Mae West, who wrote
her own scenes, came out of retirement
at 77 to shoot off her provocative quick-

Mae West

fire innuendoes and seduce us with her
sexually charged persona. As a Hollywood
icon she was fiercely single and independent. She challenged censors, wrote a play
about homosexuality in 1927 and in 1932
she became a film icon at the age of 38.
She never felt the need to put an age-limit
on her sexuality and self-expression. Myra
Breckenridge appropriates the radical elements of Hollywood and prepares them for
the next stage.
Following a clip from Tin Pan Ally, where
Alice Faye sings “America, I love you”,
Buck Loner returns from a party, as he does
we catch a glimpse of Myra waiting out
front in a long white doctor’s coat. In the
acting school infirmary she meets Rusty
Godowski, who she has been preparing
for the next stage of her ‘revolution’, albeit
in the guise of getting him a brace fitted

for his once broken ribs. In the guise of a
medical procedure, she commands Rusty
to strip to the waste and lean over the examination table. She straps his arms down,
still treating it as a medical procedure. She
removes her lab coat to reveal a stars and
stripes bikini, wearing a cowboy hat and a
hinted at strap-on, she pulls down Rusty’s
trousers and anally rapes him. Old movie
star headshot portraits are posted on the
wall and the scene is intersected by, yet
again, old Hollywood films. The editing
builds, the film clips are transformed and
the distinctions dissolve. Myra enacts her
mission, transforming traditional manhood, re-aligning the sexes and preparing
America for its next stage. Rusty is the object of this transformation; by raping him,
she fulfils her mission and prepares Rusty
for Hollywood. Myra represents America’s
radical subject, breaking boundaries and
reversing traditional roles in order to push
it towards its next dialectical movement.
Rusty represents the old American male in
the process of transformation. Throughout
this scene, Hollywood is transformed and
subjected to a queer reversal of sense and
the new Breckenridgean period is prepared
for. Both Rusty and the viewer must have
their senses re-invented, their natures denaturalised and must be prepared for the
next stage.
•
Both films, written in a period of historical change, envisage new Americas. Two
figures present utopian potential for transformation. For Divine it is the asceticism of
filth. For Myra it is a modernist transformation. In these two high points of American
Cinema utopian potentials are revealed.
Yet each transformative potential has its
drawbacks. Whilst the anti-modernist
risks becoming a reactionary, dreaming of
a return to some long-gone Edenic gold-
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en age, the radical modernist risks being
co-oped by the modernism they want to
leave behind. The flames these films ignited would soon be snuffed out over the
coming decades. The transformation we
witnessed was one from fifties traditionalism to a Meyeresque raunch capitalism.

12

Meyer’s World Domination.
Russ Meyer has won the day. The new
age that shone so brightly for the children
of the sixties and seventies was the advent of libertarian capitalism. An unregulated free-market has provided the world
with its own model of excessive liberation.
Meyer’s archetype of big-breasted woman
is now the archetype of modern consumerism. Shock tactics and cheeky humour
now serve to advance a new consumerism based upon the model of unfettered
market ‘progress’. If Russ was once a renegade, now America has caught up and
technology is making it possible for us all
to be ‘Meyer’s girls’. Breast implants and
internet porn have helped aid the Meyerisation of the Western World. Female liberation has followed an equally Meyerian
line. In this ‘post-feminist world’ women
are to seek ‘liberation’ by becoming sex
objects. In this world, size-obsessed magazines like Heat are reclaimed as a ‘female
empowerment’. In the noughties TV series
Queer Eye for a Straight Guy, the heterosexual male loses his title as the embodiment of straightness. Instead the ‘affluent
gay straight’ must teach the ‘deviant heterosexual’ the path to commercial conformism. Whether it is Queer Eye, Sex and
The City or Will and Grace the message is
clear: Sexual liberation is found by conforming to whatever sells.
The market has benefited from this
new diversity. In terms of employment,
feminism has helped justify it doubling its
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workforce and created a whole new breed
of consumers. The market has diversified
to serve the interest of previously unrecognised genders, sexualities and races.
But the idea motivating this is not equality,
but the diversity that markets bring. If the
enemy was once traditional authority, this
new libertarianism has become equally distorting. For all of its diversification, this new
capitalism has reinforced many conventional gender roles. Women must reclaim
Barbie, adopt breast implants, bikini waxes
and fake tans as post-feminist iconography
modeling themselves on Jena Jameson,
Paris Hilton or Jordan. Masculinity must be
fashioned anew as post-Meyeresque voyeurs or metrosexual libertines. The western world has been and still is shifting from
closeted nonrecognition to a society were
we can all be exploited in the open. Desires
must be idealised, projected into an unattainable “type”, everything from porn to
period dramas serves to keep us consuming our ideals rather than finding fulfillment
in life. The desirer must continually dream
“One day my type will come” and everyday the culture industry makes that type
evermore harder to attain. A mass ‘erectile
dysfunction’ befalls a humanity who can no
longer ‘get it up’ for anyone who does not
look like the girls at the playboy mansion or
match up to Edward Cullen.
As a consequence the object of desire
must succumb to self-image anxiety trying
to live up to this ideal. To quell this anxiety a mode of liberation is created, where
traditional roles are re-appropriated. By
adopting the role of sex objects women
can gain the power that comes from molding men’s desires, gaining power over
men, but perpetuating the oppression that
keeps men and women from finding fulfillment. In one fell swoop a Midas touch
is created, where all sexual subjects (both

desirer and desired) are transformed into
alienated subjects, dreaming of unrealistic
partners and unattainable self-images.
This is already present in Pink Flamingos and Myra Breckenridge. For all their
utopian promises, they also contain premonitions of this libertarian age. In Pink
Flamingos Divine is the embodiment of
an amoralistic and exhibitionistic famehungry culture. Shock tactics and violence
must be used to gain the attention of the
reporters who flock to see Divine’s kangaroo court. If there is an element of ascetic
excess in Divine, there is also a shallow
Warholian star idolisation. Divine’s dog
shit eating is just a small step towards the
Internet porn sensation Two Girls. One
Cup. What was once shocking and taboo,
this stage of capitalism makes its staple.
John Waters is oblivious of this. His film
A Dirty Shame pitches sexual libertarians
against prudish conservatives. The sexual
libertarians are his heroes, they love sex
and get breast implants and list a vast
array of sexual acts that they have done
or could do. There is nothing beyond this
oscillation. Even Waters seems unable to
see an alternative between sexually promiscuous libertarian capitalism and sexscared conservatives.
Myra Breckenridge also contains a
similar tension. Myra seeks money (Uncle
Buck’s inheritance) and pleasure (Rusty’s
manhood). She uses her body to gain power over both sexes (Women’s power over
men and her power over women). Rather
than actually realigning the sexes, she uses
her sexuality to control and manipulate. As
scathing as she is about traditional roles,
Myra idolises traditional ideals of beauty.
She despises unintelligence and traditional
manhood and yet the object of her desires
is unintelligent and traditionally masculine.
As such, her fulfilling sexual encounter is

Russ Meyer

violent and impersonal (i.e. rape). Myra
Breckenridge is a rapist subverting sex for
her own self-gratification. She seeks empowerment through manipulation and selfgratification, not equality. Breckenridge is
a forerunner of today’s raunch capitalism.
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Vidal’s book is more aware of this. Myra’s
dreams of a pansexual, androgenous utopia are not realised by raping Rusty. Far
from emasculating him, Rusty becomes
an ultra-masculine woman-hating rapist.
Instead of liberating gender roles, Myra’s
hedonism perpetuates them. Myra’s transformation is never achieved.
In both Myra Breckenridge and Pink
Flamingos a tension emerges between
realised actuality and unrealised utopia.
We must resurrect the subversive and
utopian potential and reinvent them for a
new world. The Meyerian motif that runs
through these two films may have been realised all too literally. If the future needs a
new transformation, then it will have to be
totally different from Meyer’s libertinism.
The Meyerian model of sexual liberation too easily pitches libertarians against
conservatives. The liberal distinction
between public and private has helped
preserve the sick logic of the market that
reduces desires to consumerist expressions and idealised wants. If conservativism wrongly opposed diverse sexualities
and genders, this does not mean that all
consensual sex is good. Contemporary
raunch capitalism fosters a consensual,
yet debase, sexuality: A sexuality that
fosters unrealistic dreams and body anxieties. At this point we may be forgiven for
thinking that Mary Whitehouse or Jesse
Helms were the true revolutionaries of the
seventies, preserving love and sex from
the hands of a distorting commercialism. If Seventies queer cinema revived a
radical potential in Russ Meyer, could we
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not find a radical potential in the bigoted
homophobic reactionaries who resisted
this marketisation of sexuality? The answer is “no”. Neither Meyer, Whitehouse
nor Helms provide the answer. If Meyer
was unable to resist a crude realisation of
sexual liberation that reinforced conventional desires then Whitehouse and Helms
perpetuated a series of homophobic, patriarchal, narrow-minded family values that
were problematic from the start. We must
overcome this unproductive dichotomy
between conservativism and libertarianism. The radical utopian possibilities and
revolutionary energy of Pink Flamingoes
and Myra Breckenridge are needed –but
of a totally new kind. In their work we see
experimentation, exploration and energy
for a new world. We must revive the radical spirit of a post ’68 generation without
returning. For the future a new sexual politics for cinema is needed.

A Primer in Occult
American Filmmakers
John P. Bradburn
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Derek Krueger “The Bawdy and society: The shamelessness of
Diogenes in Roman imperial culture” in The Cynics: the Cynic
movement in Antiquity and its Legacy. R. Brecht Branham,
Marie-Odile Goulet-Cazé. Ed. University of California Press.
1996. Pp. 222-240
3See Michael Sarne’s Comentary on the 2005 special edition
Myra Breckenridge DVD (18:24)
4 Oscar Wilde, The Soul of Man Under Socialism,
http://flag.blackened.net/revolt/hist_texts/wilde_soul.html
5Ibid
6 Karl Marx, Economic and philosophical manuscripts of 1844,
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1844/manuscripts/comm.htm
7 ibid

Still from Rabbit’s Moon by Kenneth Anger

For a long time there has been a strong history of the avant-garde in American cinema.
Filmmakers who are working at the deliberate edges of the medium - Structuralists,
Surrealists and so forth - have had their
work tirelessly dissected. These filmmakers
explore the form to find its limits and its possibilities - they experiment. One problem
that can be seen with experimental cinema

is that it does not lead to anything. They are
continual experiments without a hypothesis
which do not investigate the effects of the
film. Between the 1940s - 1970s three filmmakers took the possibilities of cinema in a
specific occult, mystical direction and they
were Kenneth Anger, Harry Smith and William S. Burroughs. These artists took cinema as ritual, cinema as process to create
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From Left to Right: Harry Smith, Kenneth Anger and William S. Burroughs

Still from Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome
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an effect. Much of what Godard said about
political cinema can be said for occult cinema. It is not cinema about the occult but
cinema made in an occult way - ritualistic,
exploratory, experimental and attempting
mystical revelations.
It is important before we begin to remember that these image-makers were all
working simultaneously. Their stories cross
over in many strange and unexpected ways
as does their influences in other events of
the period. Particularly in the 1960’s, the
work can be seen to become more political and sociological in increasingly off beat
ways. A secondary reading of the term occult (which literally means knowledge of
the hidden) is the way in which these filmmakers bring forth the hidden in American
life. Burroughs and Anger were both homosexuals and drug takers, Smith too was
a prolific user of a variety of substances
as well as a committed bohemian - these
people are outsiders hidden from everyday
view; living in an alternate America. Their
cinematic spells work in opposition to the

popular narratives of America. Their work
uses accident, pastiche and found footage
to subvert the rational narrative - they put
the chaos in to order, breaking down perceived notions of a ‘normality’ which at that
time included the failing war in Vietnam and
the stifling ideology of the American family.
Harry Smith was born in Portland Oregon in 1923. After seeing Woody Guthrie
play live he dropped out of an Anthropology degree and became a regular fixture
in the San Francisco hippie community.
He experimented with drugs and made his
first handmade animated film experiments
a style he kept to for many years until later
films would find him meticulously animating cut-out figures from illustrated news
magazines. In 1952 he released Anthology
of American folk Music - an 84 track collection of location recordings of traditional
songs which won him a Grammy in 1991.
This interest led him to live with Native
Americans and record the Kiowa people’s
Peyote songs. Smith’s work parallels William S. Burroughs’ recording and cham-

pioning of the Joujouka sufi trance music as they frequently contain filmed ritual
of Morocco. Burroughs also found himself and explicitly occult inspired symbolism.
drawn in to the counter-culture of America Like Burroughs and Smith, Anger had a
in the 1940s and quickly became an opiate strong attraction to music. The films were
addict and beatnik. Most of his novels are scored by countercultural stars such as
semi-autobiographical so much so (and to Mick Jagger (Invocation of my Demon
quote John Waters) - he was the first per- Brother) and a failed attempt by Jimmy
son to be famous for things
you were supposed to hide.
knowledge is not created by the
His later interests in the cutup technique with text, tape author and placed into the film - the
and film were also motivated film itself does the creating and the
by a desire to find these hid- author reads as if being dictated to
den truths.
Kenneth Anger was born in to a Hol- Page for Lucifer Rising. Both Smith and
lywood family in 1927. Stifled by the Anger edit films to pre-existing jazz or
world around him he started making his popular music and even Burroughs’ few
first films to deal with his homosexual- films use snippets of the Joujouka music
ity in a less than open society. Anger he was so fond of. Finally their films can
is perhaps best known for his books of be unified by their works use and reuse
celebrity scandal - Hollywood Babylon - of found materials - Burroughs cut-ups
which reveal the gruesome truths behind frequently appropriated newspapers and
the glamour of tinsel-town. Fireworks medical texts, Smith’s cut outs from il(1947) Anger’s first film deals with his lustrated news and Angers editing in
homosexuality and attempts to find an TV Movie recreations of Jesus (footage
appropriate cinematic language to com- which Anger thanks serendipity for) in
municate. Of all of these filmmakers An- pastiche and satirical forms.
Both Smith and Anger were Thelemites
ger’s films are the most obviously occult

“
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understood as a device used by Anger to
reach a level of understanding of self - a
ritual that can be shared in each screening
of the film.
Both Smith and Anger’s work are difficult to place in an Auteur structure seeing distinct works happening within a
linear time frame which develop a style
- as both filmmakers continually remade,
reedited and reconstructed their films.
Rabbit’s Moon was originally filmed in
1950 before being re-edited and re-presented in 1972 and again in another version in 1979. Where
most ‘films’ may be
their cinematic spells work in opposition considered as a sento the popular narratives of America
tence with a full stop
or a frozen thought
can only be reached rather than commu- these films are thinking texts, rituals and
nicated - knowledge of the self and the performances continually being reworked
by the magician/filmmakers in their Great
divine true plan.
Anger frequently referred to Smith Work to aid their (and our) enlightenment.
as ‘the greatest living magician’. Both As such these films are ‘thinking’ rather
men were used to the ideas of invoca- than a ‘thought’. They are fluid meditation, spell casting and magical rituals tive creations for self reflection of the artfor specific ends. Upon closer inspec- ists and audience. Similarly Smith’s work
tion cinema seems the natural art form was only catalogued from around 1964
of the occult. It occurs, like a rite, in time onwards when The Film-Makers Co-op
and takes an initiate through a series of in New York started to distribute some
experiences to an enlightenment. It uses 16mm copies. Earlier showings appear
characters, text, motion, light and symbol- to have been made up of films that were
ism to create meaning. Bill Landis in his later re-edited in to larger work or split
book Anger states that with his film Rab- down in to smaller pieces. Smith’s most
bits Moon (1950/72/79), “Anger used a famous film Heaven & Earth Magic (57rich pancultural texture of myth to explain 62) appears to have existed variously at 6
his own psychological condition in Rab- hours, 2 hours and 67 minutes in length.
bit’s Moon. The rabbit in the moon is lifted The film (like almost all of Smith’s other
out of Japanese myth, with the moon in work) was untitled and only referred to
Crowleyan terms representing the female by a catalogue number. The title we have
principal. The character Pierrot was based today was provided by Jonas Mekas. All
on Crowley’s tarot card of the Fool, which this seems to point to a filmmaker who
meant divine inspiration in spiritual or cre- also made film for occult, esoteric and
ative matters, but folly, mania, or death in mystical purposes as a tool to enlighteveryday affairs.” The film can clearly be enment rather than as an end in itself.

Smith himself describes the narrative of
the films as such -“a heroine’s tooth ache
consequent to the loss of a very valuable
watermelon, her dentistry and transportation to heaven. Next the film follows an
elaborate exposition of the heavenly land
in terms of Israel and Montreal, and the
second part depicts the return to earth
from being eaten by Max Muller on the
day that Edward the Seventh dedicated
the Great Sewer of London.” This story is
created by the stop-motion animation of
cut-out images. When discussing the film
late in his life, Smith points out that much
of the imagery is found or appropriated
(such as the recurrent dental tools) but
does not mean what it looks like. It is a
metaphor but for what he does not know.
Anger’s first openly occult looking film
is Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome
(1953) a 38 minute film that first explores Thelematic themes. An interesting
side note is that its cast includes Marjorie Cameron, the widow of Jack Parsons - occultist and father of the American Space Program (a title given to him
posthumously by Werner Von Braun for
his work on solid fuel for jet propulsion
in 1942). Von Braun was a man equally
famous for performing the Enochian Calls
Ritual (from John Dee’s mystical language of the Angels) in the Mojave desert
with L. Ron Hubbard in 1946. Harry Smith
was the man who wrote the concordance
for the Enochain language. So close were
Crowley and Smith in the great Beast’s
final years he considered him son and
successor. The film rests on an outward
lack of rationality or realism, this is artifice and construction for a purpose.
We are watching ritual. It is dense with
Crowleyan symbolism which is lost on
the uneducated viewer. What the casual
viewer is left with are primal acts of drink-

- followers of Thelema the mystical magic
religion of Aleister Crowley, the 20th century’s most influential occultist. Thelema
finds its roots in the historical Egyptian
religions and the personal experiences
Crowley had with the work being dictated
to him through a spirit being - Aiwass in April 1904 . Thelema like many gnostic practices prizes the process of the
initiate to gnosis or knowledge through
study, ritual, meditation and magic to insight. Gnosis is wordless and unspeakable - it is the deep interior knowledge that
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Top: Still from Bill and Tony
Below: Still from Heaven & Earth Magic

ing, beauty, monsters, fire and masked
figures that hint at the darker recesses
of the primal mind all filmed in the tone
of a mock Hollywood melodrama. In discussion on Invocation, Anger tells that
one of the images (a doll holding a sign
saying “zap you’re pregnant”) is just one
if his jokes. Although to most viewers
this would be an almost impossible differentiation to make. In a similar way to
Smith, Anger is incorporating a deliberate
element of chaos within the ritual to see
what will happen.
It is interesting here to move onto Burroughs. Burroughs’ short set of films from
this period (1963 - 72) are all further experiments with the cut-up technique first used
in his writing. The cut-ups took completed
works and then arbitrarily and randomly cut
into them to reorder the work. Burroughs
use of cut-up lead him to believe that by
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Still from Rabbit’s Moon by Kenneth Anger

as if being dictated to by Aiwass or some
other higher being. Anger’s serendipity and
Smith’s active ‘not knowing’ are also examples of this use of cinema as process of
self learning. Burroughs said “Black magic
operates most effectively in preconscious,
marginal areas.” hinting at the hidden link
between Magic and the emergence of psychoanalysis. Indeed the
ideas of the mystical reveboth filmmakers continually remade,
lation so prized by mystics
reedited and reconstructed their films
and occultists can be seen
cation (be that souk, coffee shop or office as an understanding of the Freudian subspace) back into that exact location could conscious. An obvious link can be drawn
cause volatile reactions including sponta- from Surrealism into occult cinema and you
neous combustion. Again Burroughs’ films could even posit that these films are not just
can be seen not as finished pieces but as ritual/revelation, but therapy/self knowledge
records of rituals or experiments designed structures. Noel Carroll has suggested that
for specific effects. Critically within occult much of the reasoning behind the choice of
cinema the knowledge is not created by the Montreal for Heaven & Earth Magic is due to
author and placed into the film - the film it- Smith’s interest in Wilder Penfield’s studies
self does the creating and the author reads of Neurophysiology and the implications of
cutting into and rearranging word lines in
specific ways he would actively affect the
world around it. Burroughs first believed that
when you cut into the present word lines the
future would leak out. Burroughs actually
believed that his audio tape cut ups had a
physical power. He suggests that playing
re-edited audio recordings of a specific lo-
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Freud’s interpretations of the Schreber case
- that of a German judge who underwent a
rapid psychological change and believed
God was turning him into a woman. The
occult filmmaker is a collector, a discoverer
and a vandal piecing together disparate and
fractured information into new stories to
revel new understanding.
Burroughs’ cut-ups find natural bed
fellows both in the collage and cut-out
animations of Smith’s Heaven and Earth
Magic and Anger’s Scorpio Rising. Both
films contain detoured images from differing sources (illustrated magazines in
Smith’s film - found footage of Jesus
and Vietnam in Anger’s film). Both artists worked happily with the nature of
serendipity. The footage of Jesus edited into Scorpio Rising was accidentally delivered to Anger’s then home by
a confused delivery boy. So excited was
he by the footage that he edited it in to
his work. Much in the same way Burroughs uses non-original material in the
cut-ups - Bill & Tony (1972) makes liberal use of Scientology training manuals
(written by L. Ron Hubbard) for example. All of these artists are working on a
personal and political level attacking the
senses and cutting through to other realities past the consensus reality we are
presented with. In this sense the word
occult is revelatory (as it is for the initiate in ceremonies) as it reveals the truth
of the world beyond the images we are
shown. In many ways these film prefigure or occur alongside the work of the
Situationists whose détournement of images and texts (particularly in The Society of the Spectacle) could be said to be
magical practices set in motion to bring
about the end of the Capitalist spectacle all around them. Anger, Smith and
Burroughs’ work attempts to set free
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the hidden subconscious world from the
rational ego driven world around them.
This line is blurred between a full occult
belief in higher supernatural beings or its
function as metaphor for a more rational
process of discovering ethnographic,
social, sexual, personal truths about the
world. What is for certain and of most interest is that these competing ideologies
were interacting in a very chaotic way.
Much could be written about L. Ron
Hubbard’s hatred for psychiatry, or his
involvement with Jack Parsons whose
wife in turn worked with Kenneth Anger
- so famous for his stories of shame in
Hollywood Babylon.
Why specifically American? America
is an occult nation - a nation of hidden
knowledge. A nation that has hidden its
history of Native American genocide by
rewriting it in the popular cinema. It seems
apt that these American filmmakers used
cinema as a divination tool to expose
the other realities of America - to find an
American subconscious full of dark, repressed desires and secrets. To find a
way to attain some true knowledge of the
divine sphere and their selves. We could
debate whether much occult work is actually an irrational and primitive version of
psychoanalytical therapy but that would
take more space than we have. American
history is so bound up with cinema and
representation that these films with their
jarring rejection of cinematic rules could
only have come from America. That these
disparate filmmakers have seemingly
wide ranging yet converging interests in
musical ethnography, gossip collecting
in the land of dreams and psycho-tropic
drug use all point to an occult worldview
- finding those ideas, lifestyles, cultures,
experiences and understandings that the
cinematic machine so successfully hides.
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Diagramming Irréversible

any) film relevant. Nonetheless, in order to
trace the internal logic of this complex and
wilfully perplexing work, such singleness
of purpose is, in this case, necessary, and
by using the provisional construct of the
diagram to chart the outline of the filmic
process without reducing the film to a single interpretation, I hope that what follows
initiates rather than forecloses discussion.

Diarmuid Hester

Still from Irréversible

“Let me commence with the following notice: there is no Truth in diagrams, nothing
sacred in geometry… but there may be a
diagram of a truth in some.”
(John Mullarkey Post-Continental Philosophy:
An Outline, p. 157)
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The explorations of individual films that
have previously appeared in these pages have quite rightly sought to associate
themselves with wider social issues, with

the craft of filmmaking and with the vocation of the filmmaker; thereby positioning
the film within a wide range of socio-cultural issues. It’s with a certain trepidation, then, that I dedicate the entirety of
this piece to the study of a single director (Gaspar Noé) and a single film (2002’s
Irréversible): the risk is run, not merely of
looking a little out of place, but also, of
appearing oblivious to the constellation of
contextual factors which renders this (and

Irréversible, opening remarks
Noé’s film is told as a series of fifteen vignettes, moving backward through narrative time, which progressively unearths
the relatively simple story of lovers Marcus
and Alex (played by real-life couple Vincent
Cassel and Monica Bellucci), and their
friend Pierre (Albert Dupontel). All three
meet on the outskirts of Paris and make
their way to a party in the centre of the
city. Following an argument with Marcus,
Alex leaves alone and on her way home
she is raped and beaten into a coma. On
discovering her bloodied, comatose body,
Marcus and Pierre –with the help of some
local gangsters- set off in search of her
attacker, a pimp who goes by the name
“Le Ténia” (the Tapeworm). Venturing progressively deeper into the heart of the city,
they finally find themselves in a gay S/M
club named the Rectum where a man is
bludgeoned to death by Pierre. On its release, the film was the subject of a media
frenzy that took umbrage at its two graphic, protracted scenes of brutal violence:
the second scene (chronologically penultimate), in which Pierre savagely staves in
someone’s head with a fire extinguisher,
and the rape scene which consists of a
single, 9 minute shot. When premiered
at Cannes in 2002, screenings were met
with mass walk-outs, fainting and retching. Far more damagingly though, it was
also met with critical condemnation: Jean-
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Marc Lalanne of the Cahiers du Cinéma,
for example, concluded a scathing review
by stating that “from one end to the other,
Irréversible is just a ridiculous film.”1
However, (fulfilling Cassel’s prediction in
2003 that “this movie will be studied at film
schools years from now”) 2 in recent years
Noé’s film has garnered no small amount
of critical attention. The most audacious
of these have tended to narrativise Noé’s
development as a filmmaker by claiming that Irréversible, like his previous films
Carne (“Flesh” 1990) and Seul Contre Tous
(“Alone against all” 1998), aims at deconstructing the male subject and presenting a
vision of “twisted masculinity”3. They claim
that Irréversible intervenes into certain
myths of masculinity and subtly subverts
them: for instance, extended sadomasochistic scenes of bondage, wipping and
CBT (cock and ball torture) in the gay club
dissolve the unquestioned association –
exemplified by Marcus’ quest for revenge –
between violence and the assertion of heterosexual masculinity. However, prompted
no doubt by the film’s release with films like
Memento (2000), Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind (2004) and other successful films in which time is similarly accentuated, Irréversible’s reverse-chronology has
also been considered as a force mobilised
against the constraints of a conservative
masculinity. The film not merely represents
an intra-diegetic challenge to masculinity but additionally, the reverse-chronology
prompts an extra-diegetic reaction on the
part of the viewing male subject: disrupting the linear, cumulative and chronological
sequence upon which subjectivity is built,
it is argued, unsettles the normative strictures of heterosexual masculinity.4 Similarly, Noé’s use of low-frequency sound
in the opening scenes of the film and his
digital manipulation of filmic elements (or
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shots) both now tend to be seen as part
of the same manoeuvre aimed at producing disoriented and dissociative responses
in the audience, thereby undermining the
construction of a fragile masculinity.5 Here
we will briefly attempt to round-out these
investigations into sound, visuals, and temporality with an exploration of the spatiality
of Noé’s film. Mapping the loci Noé and his
characters trace through Irréversible enables us to determine this essential – but asyet unexplored- axis which contributes to
making the film the thoroughly discomfiting
cinematic experience that it is.
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ment: Pierre trudges slowly down the steps
which lead the Rectum; Marcus sprints
down the same steps having finally convinced Pierre to follow him; Alex emerges
from an elevator at ground level, only to
continue to descend to the subway, where
she meets Le Ténia; on the way to the
party, the trio take an elevator down to the
subterranean Metro platform; in the penultimate scene, the camera swiftly cascades
down from Alex and Marcus’ apartment
to the park below, mirroring the initial fall
from the prison tower to the Rectum. Some
scenes feature horizontal movement (Marcus drives a stolen taxi, Alex and Marcus
get ready to go out), but these anticipatory
scenes serve to prove rather than refute the
predominant trajectory, accentuating the
moment that plunges us once more downward. The sole instant of hopeful ascent as
Alex climbs the short stairs to mezzanine
level at the party, is inevitably cut short and
she descends once more, in thrall to the irresistible drag.
The narrative progression of scenes
also deposits protagonists at points geographically further and further removed
from where they began: now in the club in

The 4th axis
From the moment the credits roll (backward –its red type dripping down, instead
of scaling up), Irréversible announces its
intention to arc its trajectory down. The
stream of text soon begins to list and then
to spiral, but continues its inexorable descent. As this sequence draws to a close,
the spiralling infects the frame and, following a vertiginous drop from a prison’s walls
to the ground-level entrance of the Rectum,
the camera descends yet deeper, boring
deep into the underground pit of the S/M
club. The sickening spiral
continues (abetted by that
Irréversible aims at deconstructing
low-frequency sound); 14
the male subject and presenting a vision
minutes in, we find the
film’s director mechani- of twisted masculinity
cally masturbating, seul
contre tous… A new scene begins and the the depths of Paris-centre; now in an exprospect of resurfacing is briefly proffered pansive, bourgeois apartment on the edge
and quickly withdrawn: Marcus and Pierre of the inner city; now boarding the Metro
descend the stairs of the Rectum and we at Buttes-Chaumont, in the North-East of
are once more in the bowels of the place. Paris; now coming to rest in Parc ButtesAn excited Marcus pleads with a reticent Chaumont on the outskirts of the 19eme
Pierre “Let’s go down once; just once – let’s arrondissement. All then repeat the inevitago down” but thus far this has been one ble journey towards the centre of Paris, just
interminable descent. Subsequent scenes as they appear to acquiesce, almost involrepeat this propensity for downward move- untarily, to the downward flux: movement
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towards the interior is repeatedly yoked to
a descending trajectory. When temporality
is added to this combination (of breadth
and depth) then charted diagrammatically,
we are presented with the appearance of
a 3 dimensional spiral or gyre (Figure 1).
This diagram suggests that, not only are
the Rectum and its environs the deepest
and spatially most central points in the

film, but as such there is a continual and
precipitous movement towards them. Diagramming breadth, depth and time in this
way also enables us to propose one possible hypothesis of how the film’s spatiality
is connected to its chronology, which has
been the concern of critical appraisals thus
far. As we have pointed out, it has been put
forward that Irréversible deconstructs the
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self (in particular the heteronormative male
self): because of its reverse chronology, it
is claimed, the scene of (T/t)he (R/r)ectum
comes to represent a recurring confrontation with the abject and induces the seemingly whole self to acknowledge that it is
corrupted by the other. Our diagram may
be seen to confirm formalistically what this
theory seeks to prove psychoanalytically –
it clearly shows that the Rectum persists
as something like an inescapable primal
scene, to which one is psychologically
compelled to return again and again. The
vector of this compulsion in each scene is
the descent.

Figure 2. W. B Yeats’ “widening gyre”
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Some concluding remarks
Our diagram is reminiscent of W.B. Yeats’
“widening gyre” which famously attempted to formalise the development of human consciousness by mapping time and
space onto conic helixes (Figure 2).6 More
ambitiously, he used the same geometrical form to formalise the development of
humanity since the birth of Christ. However, where Yeats’ diagram delineates temporal and spatial movement out and away
from the centre (whence his “turning and
turning in the widening gyre, the falcon
cannot hear the falconer”), our diagram
sees this archetype reversed, our vectors
spiralling always down and in towards
the centre. The clear antagonism of these
two diagrams indicates the difference between a modernist and postmodernist approach and their comparison evinces (yet
again, if more evidence were needed) the
latter’s problematic tendency towards the
self-reflexive.
Yeats attempted to take the individual’s
psychological experience and, by connect-
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ing it to something more universal, make
(poetic and mystical) inferences about the
course of history, a move which is obviously compatible with his system, and its
orientation from the inside-out. Yet compared with this approach, Noé’s film displays a solipsism and self-referentiality
bordering on gratuitous onanism (no harm,
then, in being treated to a shot of the director masturbating in the Rectum). According
to the research we have noted, Irréversible
is a thoroughly postmodern interrogation
of straight male subjectivity, calibrating all
aspects of the film to this goal – disorientating visuals and sound, fragmented narrative chronology and perplexing spatial
distribution. And yet, having produced a
thoroughly confusing and utterly alienating
cinematic experience, the film estranges
itself from any reference point other than itself such that it is incapable of effecting any
fundamental change outside itself. Entirely
consistent with this closed, self-referentiality, Irréversible is wholly dissociated from
wider debates about the filmic representation of misogynistic violence, achieving its
critique of masculinity only at the cost of
graphic representations of the female form
brutally disassembled.
1 May 2002 p. 51, my translation.
2 The Guardian, January 31st 2003, p. 4
3 Powrie, Phil. “The (W)hole and the Abject”. The Trouble with
Men. Ed. Phil Powrie, Ann Davies and Bruce Babington. London: Wallflower Press, 2004. p.208
4 See Eugenie Brinkema “Rape and the Rectum: Bersani, Deleuze, Noé.” Camera Obscura 20 : 1 (2005) pp. 33-57
5 See Ricardo De Los Rios “Digital frames and visible grain:
Spatial and material reintegration in 32 : 1 (2007) pp. 95 -109
6 See http://www.yeatsvision.com/Geometry.html for an interesting synopsis of the various geometrical foundations of
Yeats’ work.
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The World As It Could Be:

tively unknown. Part of the problem is that the product of gratuitous vendettas and
his work is largely unavailable to English- whims, than of a shockingly unaccountspeaking audiences. Unbelievably, con- able rationality, a sadism as terrifyingly
sidering that his career spans
over six decades, only four of
the young men’s relationship resohis films have been released
nates as the only meaningful thing in
on subtitled DVD, with a few
a startlingly indifferent universe
others available on YouTube.
So to begin, I have an impassioned plea: someone, please make his controlled as Jancsó’s distanced, coldly
matter-of-fact camerawork. In Csillafilms available.
I’m going to look at Így jöttem, one of gosok, katonák (The Red and the White,
Jancsó’s earliest works, for the frankly 1967), dealing with the experience of
rather biased reason that it is one of the Hungarians fighting in the Russian Civil
best films I have ever seen. It depicts the War, Jancsó moves further into abstracexperiences of a 17 year-old law student tion. Groups of exhausted, brutalized
(András Kosák) as he attempts to make men are forced to endure one ritual
his way home through rural Hungary humiliation after another, a torturous,
during the chaotic period of transition violent process shot with a military-like
from Soviet invasion to occupation in precision and indifference. It is a delib1945. The character remains unnamed, erate, mannerist spectacle of dehumaniidentified only as ‘the boy’ in the cred- zation that is often difficult to watch. In
its. Nor do we ever find out where he is particular, one scene in which a crowd
going – where his titular ‘home’ is – or of half-stripped prisoners are forced to
from where he came. As Penelope Hou- run a shooting-gallery gauntlet deploys
ston remarked, Jancsó has rarely shown imagery associated with Nazi concenmuch interest in the ‘why.’ Instead, his tration camps, and was a likely influence
films offer ‘fearful insights into the how.’1 on Pasolini’s Salò (1975).
The first half hour of Így jöttem is the
This is perhaps most disturbingly the
case with Szegénylegények (The Round- most brutal; anticipating the style of
Up, 1965), generally regarded as the these later films. It episodically traces
director’s masterpiece. Set in a prison the boy’s meandering existence in the
camp around 1868, the film relates the countryside, his seemingly arbitrary
attempts of the authorities to root out changes in fortune. After choosing, for
from the camp’s internees the members no apparent reason, to leave a group of
of a guerilla group, who are supposedly guerrillas, the boy hides from some Cosstill loyal to Lajos Kossuth, leader of the sacks who ride by on horseback, then
1848 revolution against Habsburg rule. is captured by a band of fascists, who
Szegénylegények is often interpreted, are themselves then overwhelmed by
and partly intended, as an allegory of the Cossacks. He avoids being shot in a
the failed 1956 uprising against Soviet firing squad. He is then sent to a prison
Russia. As the officials establish a ruth- camp, but by chance he is released, and
less regime of terror, we get the impres- told to go home. Sleeping in a field, he
sion that their brutal methods are less is captured by another Red Army con-

Így jöttem (My Way Home),
directed by Miklós Jancsó, 1965
Chris Brown

Still from Így jöttem
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Bits of the 1965 film Így jöttem (My Way
Home) were evidently nabbed by The English Patient, directed by the late Anthony
Minghella in 1996. The close-up of Juliette
Binoche in an army truck, riding against
a stone arched wall, for example, is replicated from this earlier Hungarian film, as
is the iconic image of a male figure turning
to face an incoming biplane. Both films are
set during the closing days of the Second
World War. If we recall that the character
played by Ralph Fiennes in the 1996 film
was not English, ironically, but Hungarian, then it would seem that there is some

kind of dialogue going on. Did The English
Patient, an epic Hollywood Oscar-winner,
knowingly owe a certain debt to Így jöttem, a Soviet-bloc nothing-winner; a littleseen film that managed to negotiate its
way past Kádár’s cultural Apparatchiks?
The film’s 88 year-old director has slipped
into similar obscurity. In the 1960s and
1970s, Miklós Jancsó was a regular feature of the major film festivals – he won
Best Director at Cannes in 1972 – but in
comparison to some of his more famed
auteur contemporaries, he remains rela-
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identify with nationalists who considered
Transylvania their own, the northern part
of this territory having been granted to
Hungary by the fascists in 1940.
Yet the effect of Jancsó’s approach is
subversively relativist: each band of guerillas or soldiers gets to look the same,
and behave the same. Thus in a way,
Jancsó politicizes whilst simultaneously
de-politicizing. Although the boy is not a
fascist, he seems to identify with none of
the groups of people he encounters. He is
a silent drifter, neither running from fate,
nor embracing it. He is evidently Jancsó’s
alter-ego, but before wholeheartedly endorsing the director’s vision of individualism, we might bear in mind that his hands
are not exactly clean: Jancsó fled to the
mountains with a partisan group during
the war, intending to fight the Germans,
but admits that his group ultimately did
nothing. After the war, he trained under
Béla Balász and began his career as a
committed Stalinist making newsreel
documentaries, something he now sorely
regrets: “I don’t remember what they’re
like. They’re probably quite crappy…they
were lies and I always knew they were
lies.” But in a typically wry manner, he
adds that the transition to fiction filmmaking was very easy, because “all the newsreels we made were fiction anyway.”2
Bearing this in mind, Így Jöttem is
an especially important film because it
embodies Jancsó’s transition from the

Still from Így jöttem

tingent, who take him to their base in
the fortress of a local town. He is finally
driven by truck, as a prisoner of war, to
an isolated hilltop farm.
If the average Hollywood war film
oversimplifies, then Jancsó deliberately
overcomplicates. His depiction of war
seems more authentic because it captures a cross-section of the various forces and factions operating in southeast
Hungary in 1945. It is loyal to the complex, chaotic experience that resulted
from the country’s shifting wartime allegiances: reorganized along totalitarian
lines in the late 1930s, Hungary formally
entered the war on the side of the Axis in
June 1941, sought to negotiate a surrender in 1943, was occupied by the Germans in March 1944, and then by the Soviets in late 1944. The film
also acknowledges the
If the average Hollywood war film
regional contexts which
oversimplifies, then Jancsó deliberately
shaped different political
overcomplicates
perspectives within the
country: Jancsó’s father
was Hungarian, but his mother was Ro- documentary format to the overtly artismanian, and he had Jewish relatives. tic, symbolic abstraction with which he
This background made him unlikely to would later be associated, in films such
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as Még kér a nép (Red Psalm, 1971), midst of all the upheavals and conflict
characterized by exceptionally long surrounding them. A series of idyllic
choreographed takes during which the scenes shows the pair playing games,
camera rarely remains still, constantly reverting to childhood innocence once
panning, tracking, zooming in and out. again. They shoot at frogs, tussle in a
Szerelmem, Elektra (Electra, My Love, play-fight, explore ruins, dress up old
1974) lasts seventy minutes but contains Greek statues, and throw stones at
just twelve shots. Like Jancsó’s other buildings. Many of Jancsó’s films were
historical films of the sixties, Így jöttem shot in Hungary’s rural south and east,
arguably benefits from being comprised subverting the romantic, pastoral myof a combination of both styles, but un- thology of the Puszta – the great plain
like Szegénylegények or Csillagosok, ka- – which comprises over half of the countonák, it captures the brief moment when try. And although Így jöttem never strays
two characters manage to break
free from structures of political
the camera is simply concerned
coercion.
Half an hour into the film, after to capture male form, the men’s
his initial episodic series of en- natural beauty
counters, the boy, as a prisoner
of war, is driven by truck to assist a young into the realm of fantasy – a cow grazing
Russian soldier, Kolja (Sergey Niko- in a meadow is blown up by a mine, the
nenko), who has been posted at a small lakes are full of barbed wire – it nonethefarm in the middle of the countryside, a less displays an idealism that is absent
ramshackle stone hut on the top of a hill. from the director’s other historical films.
Kolja’s job is to tend and milk the herd of The crumbling hut where the boys eke
cows at the settlement; a car arrives once out an existence recalls the homestead
a day to transport the milk to the base of the classic Hollywood western, rein the nearby town. Initially, the relation- minding us that Jancsó was an admirer
ship between the boy and Kolja is one of of John Ford; the young men’s relationmistrust and paranoia: they behave with ship resonates as the only meaningful
reserved hostility, each suspicious of the thing in a startlingly indifferent universe.
But the imaginative never descends
other. The boy tries to escape and Kolja
stops him at gunpoint. But in doing so, into the sentimental. In one scene, the
he in fact saves his life; for the boy was boy borrows Kolja’s binoculars to focus
on the town, several miles away in the
about to run straight into a minefield.
The main section of the film charts the distance. We see it through a point-ofgrowth of the young men’s friendship on view shot. The town is identified as a
the isolated farm, ultimately developing discrete location, visually and spatially
into one of the most moving pieces of separate to the world the young men
cinema I have seen. The boy and Kolja inhabit. Later on, in contrast, when the
come to understand each other, and boy jokingly turns his binoculars on Kolultimately to need each other. They ja, who stands just in front of him, there
work, eat, and sleep together, establish- is no point-of-view shot. Kolja smirks
ing something close to a routine in the and brushes the binoculars away. Their
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function. It relays the film’s Naturalist
sympathies, its desire to seek meaning
in mess and decay. Visually it does this
by capturing physical reality in a manner that owes a great deal to Jancsó’s
background in documentary. As such,
the film’s homoeroticism doesn’t primarily register as a result of the story or the
use of symbolism, but because the camera is simply concerned to capture male
form, the men’s natural beauty.
There is one scene that stands out,
when the boy leaves the farm to explore
a local reservoir, which is situated next to
an abandoned building, with conits celebration of freedom, play, crete paving slabs caving downwards with age. He watches a biand happiness achieves its full
plane pass right by him. He takes
potency because it is bittersweet
off his jacket, idly leans into the
water and splashes. There is preacknowledged. Így jöttem is unambigu- sumably symbolic meaning in all of this:
ously structured in terms of gender. The perhaps the plane represents the freepresence of a significant female charac- dom that the boy will never enjoy; as he
ter at the beginning and at the end of reaches into the water, maybe we think
the film, bookends the male-dominated of the Greek myth of Narcissus who, unmain section; when a group of women able to tear himself away from the beauty
briefly pass nearby the farm at one point, of his reflection, wasted away to death.
the men are unable to catch up with But significantly, the boy doesn’t see, or
them, however fast they run. The film even look for, his reflection in the water.
also contains homosexual symbolism Nor is it shown to the audience. The boy
a-plenty: soured milk is emptied onto is simply there, happy in himself, enjoystony ground, hands are bound by rope ing the moment. And the film follows suit.
in bed, an old Greek statue of a woman Benefiting from a lack of psychologically
probing dialogue, it tells us everything we
is dressed in a man’s army jacket.
But tellingly, the pair only take off need to know about the men’s relationship
all of their clothes when a gruff, mous- by focusing on the subtle changes in their
tached Russian soldier arrives with a facial expressions, the wind stirring their
truck full of steaming-hot disinfectant. hair, the texture of their skin in different
“Just look at these soldiers!” he ironi- shades of light. It is something that only
cally chortles as they sit nearby wear- cinema can do, something indescribable.
This documentary impulse lends the
ing nothing but handkerchiefs, waiting
for their clothes to be purged of dirt and film its artistry. Compared to more fagrime. It’s funny, but the appearance of miliar forms of gay representation that
the disinfectant also has a more serious emphasize the stylized and the theat-
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supposed function – to access a form of
vision associated with military strategy –
becomes irrelevant. The binoculars are
instead a toy for the boys to play with,
just as Jancsó’s camera embraces their
imaginative vision of a world that might
be, not as it actually is. The director
knows that the young men are not children, nor are they innocent.
Furthermore, when the boy looks
through his binoculars at Kolja, the
homoerotic aspect of the pair’s relationship, which has gone curiously unremarked upon by critics, is clearly
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Still from Így jöttem

rical, Így jöttem resonates as a significant addition to a less renowned tradition which constructs homosexuality as
something natural and authentic – which
is important for obvious reasons. Ultimately, the exact nature of the men’s
sexuality doesn’t matter. What counts
is that Jancsó’s camera is evidently in
love with the pair, and their relationship
is an assertion of difference, individuality, independence. Viewed dispassionately, of course, a film about Russian
and Hungarian teenagers who become
friends in 1945 might be interpreted as a
political reconciliation flic. At some level,
it almost is – almost. For Jancsó takes
reconciliation a little too far, once again,
overcomplicating things at the same
time as he simplifies.
Így jöttem offers a powerful vision of
a world that could be. But its celebration of freedom, play, and happiness
achieves its full potency because it is

bittersweet. The men’s idyll cannot last
– and elsewhere in the film, there are
reflections in a mirror that signify a terrible and very literal decay. So a word of
warning to those like myself, who have
a tendency to get over-involved: the last
fifteen minutes of the film are devastating. But in a stifling, silent, matter-offact way, with a crucial event occurring
offscreen. There are no emotional outbursts or cathartic screaming here. Just
you try and get inside his head, you can
almost hear Jancsó saying to us in the
audience, just you try.

1 Penelope Houston. ‘The Horizontal Man,’ Sight & Sound, Vol.
38, Summer 1969.
2 Andrew James Horton. ‘This silly profession: Miklós Jancsó
interviewed,’ Kinoeye, Vol. 3, Issue 3, 17 February 2003: http://
www.kinoeye.org/03/03/interview03.php
A general overview of Jancsó’s career, including information on
his later films which are outside the scope of my article, is given
in the Editorial of that issue: http://www.kinoeye.org/03/03/editorial03.php
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A Woman of No Substance

Post-modernists read the city as text, and Modern/Past, Reason/Faith, and Ego/Id.
this text indeed speaks of the masculine. But his most consistent focus was upon
Writer Elizabeth Grosz has argued that the mankind’s material/spiritual problem. In
city can be read as a site of networks of fact, Tarkovsky devoted his life to trying
power, the masculine and the social; frag- to rebalance these two opposite experimented, chaotic, ghettoised, conflicted ences of man. Man, of course, because
and of course, phallocentric. Think of Tarkovsky’s world was very much a male
some examples of filmic cities. The city in centered one. But the image of the female
film is often the site for masculine protag- was ever present in his films – an image
onists and a symbol of the modern: Me- that was problematic in my view, particutropolis (Dir. Fritz Lang, 1927), Alphaville larly from a filmmaker so obsessively op(Dir. Jean-Luc Godard, 1965) and Blade- posed to what he saw as the direction of
runner (Dir. Ridley Scott, 1982) use the the modern world (material/place/modern/
city not just as backdrop, but for the view- masculine/ego). If modernity and its maer’s very cathexis of modernity. La Haine, terial expression can be argued as being
(Dir. Mathieu Kassovitz, 1995), like many masculine in nature, one sees the opporAmerican Noir films before it, exhibits tunity for exploring the much repressed
the city as a masculine world of territory, yet philosophically recognized opposing
conflict and resistance. There has been, principle (spiritual/space/eternal/feminine/
since Plato, a philosophical concept to id) in his work. Tarkovsky’s work revels in
counter the Greek masculine place (city); the rustic, agrarian landscape – the antithe no-place/space paradigm, something modern, particularly in his most auto-biarticulated as distinctly feminine. As Plato ographical work, and yet whilst we find a
himself observed, something eternal and culturally conservative reverence for the
indestructible (unlike, of course, materi- females of Tarkovsky’s childhood, what
ality)1. Terming this space as
“chora” in order to actualise
the female who can do nothing
the concept, feminists such
as Grosz and Elizabeth Ma- but suffer the agony of not actually
honey have celebrated the existing
distinction, and yet at the
same time criticized such an essentialist we often find within the films are female
“male=place/female=space” as being too characters that lack a true voice. Instead
reliant on the female’s material gestation of speaking for any opposing principal to
function. It is, however, a philosophical the madness Tarkovsky perceives with our
concept that I wish to refer to within this material reality, the females of his oeuvre
article as it will become useful when ex- are presented as nothing more than the
amining how Tarkovsky seemed to view projection of male fantasy, the archetypal
home-bearers, mothers and wives or genwomen in his films.
Andrei Tarkovsky’s oeuvre of films erally irrational, over-emotional “extras”
made throughout the 1960s, 1970s and within the male centered world he creates.
early 1980s created worlds of opposites The female-as-male-fantasy is of course
- Place/Space, City/Country, Material/ saturated in mainstream filmmaking, yet
Spiritual, Strength/Weakness, West/East, what Tarkovsky does is uncritically posi-

The ‘Female’ in the Films of Andrei Tarkovsky
James Marcus Tucker
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Still from Stalker

“You are she who is not, But I am He who
is” God reminds St. Catherine. Or at least
we are led to believe in Russian filmmaker
Andrei Tarkovsky’s penultimate film Nostalgia (1983). It is a telling quote from a
film that continues an oeuvre of work by
a director problematically representing the
female and its space/no-place.

34

But some words first, for context. A few
thousand years before Freud ran scared
of trying to understand the female un-

conscious, the Greeks (or at least their
male citizens) aimed to philosophically
place ‘the female’ within the scheme of
things. As we know, the Polis – or citystate, became a defining signature of
Greek civilisation – one of the earliest
recorded examples of what we, today,
would recognise as the “built environment”. In male dominated civilisations, it
is no great surprise that such an environment - the city – has been considered as
masculine, including by feminist thinkers.
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tion the female’s very existence as a product of the male imagination, instead of exploring the possibility of a female/feminine
as a principal on its own terms.
I wish to beginning with Solaris (1972)
– because I feel it is the most interesting
film regarding the image of the female.
The film’s plot concentrates on widowed
scientist Kris Kelvin, who travels up to join
fellow scientists on a space station that
has been observing a giant oceanic planet, known as Solaris. The planet seems to
have the intelligence to (re)create, into material reality, people’s innermost fantasies.
Initially it is interesting to note that already,
we are confronted with the vision of the
male desire to inhabit, and ultimately try to
rationalise, understand and tame something unknowable. The Solaris ocean is
indeed the ultimate Id, being confronted
by our penetrating Egos. The visions that
Solaris presents for Kris are that of his
dead wife, who reappears to him in material form. Her image so troubles Kris that
he tries to kill it, but this is ultimately fruitless as Solaris just brings it back. Lacanian philosopher Slavoj Žižek has written
how Kris’ wife Hari represents Kris’ past
– a product of his memory, thus a subjective, unknowable entity. Žižek sees this as
“woman as symptom of man”. A test of
Hari’s body reveals that she has no atoms,
thus is just a void – she exists, but isn’t
real – at least materially. For Žižek, it is as
if she is saying “I do not exist in myself,
I am merely the others fantasy embodied”2. Finally, Hari’s death is a constant
source of guilt for Kris, her having committed suicide. So not only is the female
a male projection, it is a source of male
torment. I want here to mention the very
recent film Inception (Christopher Nolan,
2010) which almost duplicates the story of
a male character confronted with his in-
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nermost troubles, materialised in the form
of his ex-wife who killed herself. The parallels are striking as Cobb’s tormented inner world is projected outward for him and
experienced, albeit this time within someone else’s (another male’s) dream. The
audience inhabits an on-screen universe
of the male created psyche, experiencing the male projection of the female who
can do nothing but suffer the agony of not
actually existing but through the guilt the
male experiences.
Tarkovsy’s next science fiction adaptation, Stalker (1979) is similar in many
respects. Like Solaris, we follow the journey (this time of three cerebrally focused,
intellectual men) towards an unknowable
forbidden space (as opposed to the place
of planet Solaris) that instigates, for the
film’s protagonists, a certain trauma. In
Stalker, this manifests as the “Zone” – an
area suspected of being the landing site of
an alien entity that has since left earth, and
is said to fulfill ones deepest desires if entered. Latent desires are key here, for the
Zone will not necessarily give you what
you THINK you desire, but will give you
what you REALLY desire. The last-minute
realisation of the inherent problems associated with getting what one really desires stops the travelers from entering the
centre of the Zone. The character simply
known by his profession - the writer - exclaims “My conscience wants vegetarianism to take over the world. And my subconscious is yearning for a piece of juicy
meat”. Tarkovsky’s own lack of fulfillment
with the material word is vocalised by the
writer who claims to find the cast-iron
rules of the world “insufferably boring”.
Like Pasolini, Tarkovsky was driven mad
by modernity, and in the godless world
of the Soviet Union, the Zone is the mysterious Id (spiritual) within an Ego (mate-

rial) obsessed world offering truths to the
mind-dominated protagonists.
There is at least a hint of female desire
in Stalker. The most prominent female
character is the Stalker’s wife, who not
surprisingly is left at home when the Stalker leaves on his journey. The wife is a curious entity in the film, for she is treated with
little or no affection from her husband. She
pleads with him to stop journeying into
the Zone, blaming him for ruining her life,
only to be told by her husband that “for
me it’s prison everywhere”. His wife and
young daughter seem to be so little comfort to the Stalker; it seems they are unable to quench his thirst for meaning. The
wife, in a similar emotionally incontinent
outburst seen in The Sacrifice (discussed
later), falls to the floor crying and writhing out as her husband leaves for another
journey into the Zone. Whilst the Stalker’s
emotional outbursts at the end of the film
are cries for spiritual fulfillment – a cry we
feel echoes the purpose of the film, the
wife’s outburst are earthbound and simple
– she wants her husband to stay at home.
We are, however, given a glimpse into the
emotional life of the Stalker’s wife at the
end of the film where she talks straight
into the camera. She is given a back-story
and a voice - albeit limited to her experience with her husband - expressing her
gratitude for the misfortunes, as they, she
believes, allow for hope and happiness.
Like a true Taoist, the polarity is revealed
- happiness cannot exist without its opposite. Perhaps surprisingly, the female voice
here is the most calm and measured. After all the tortured searching made by the
academic males, the homebound wife is
at least able to accommodate human suffering within her experience rather than
trying to run away from it. The only other
adult female in the film is a young, worldly

Top: Still from Nostalgia
Bottom: Still from Solaris

looking woman introduced near the beginning of the film who asks the Stalker if
she too can go into the Zone. The Stalker
looks at her as if to say “who the hell do
you think you are?” and is simply told to
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In Mirror, the female exists as the defin“go away”. The wife seems to speak for
all women at the end of film, asking her ing image of the protagonist’s memory and
husband “you don’t think I have anything dreams – affectionate, yet perhaps idealised
to ask for?” The film offers no chance for and simplified in their wife/mother roles. In
the female to go in search for answers, but Nostalgia, the female image features heavily
thankfully at least shows she has ques- as a stable and assuring presence within the
tions. What these questions are however, protagonist’s memory of his Russian homeland, but the female accompanying him in
we are left wondering.
His decidedly anti-modern films Mirror Italy, Eugenia, is all frizzy hair and emotional
(1975) and Nostalgia (1983) both place em- outbursts. Her dangerous (for the male) libphasis on place and consign attention and erated modernity is cemented in the opennostalgic importance upon the non-urban, ing scenes when she walks away, insulted
agrarian landscape. In Mirror - Tarkovsky’s by a church sacristan who declares that a
autobiographical film filled with dreams women’s role is to bear children. One can’t
and memories - the first post-credit se- help but suspect that Tarkovsky agrees with
quence composes a female against a rural the sacristan’s opinion that this role goes
landscape. Tarkovsky’s motif of compos- hand-in-hand with patience, virtue and selfing characters within landscape can be sacrifice. Tarkovsky, I feel, knows a woman’s
understood from his own exclamation that true place in the social scheme of things,
‘for me the most interesting characters are and yet again, it belongs in the dreams and
outwardly static, but inwardly charged with fantasies of man.
Tarkovsky’s final film, The Sacrifice
energy by an overriding passion.’3 Mirror’s
form and substance lies
precisely in its compulsive
one wonders to what point in
attention to the rustic, rural
our spiritually more aware history
landscape with its natural
Tarkovsky wishes humanity to return
elements and its inextricable link to the feminine. In
one sequence – the most urban of all, the (1986), is perhaps his most desperate plea
leading character Natalya runs through her for mankind’s reversal from the madness of
place of employment - a printing works, des- modernity. It is possibly his most obvious
perate with worry that she may have missed too. We learn that a nuclear war is about
an error in proof reading. It is the only scene to devastate Sweden, literally minutes after
set within the modern environment – and protagonist Alexander teaches his son that
it is met with fear and near catastrophe. In “humanity is on the wrong road” and that
Nostalgia, the one and only scene set with- there exists an “imbalance between our
in the city, in this case Naples, is met with material and spiritual development”. The
madness as the character Domenico burns possibility of nuclear war and its threat to
himself alive, totally consumed with grief at human existence is of course our continuthe modern world’s evils. As this occurs, the ing threat, and the frightening reality of our
parallel action of Andrei Gortchakov finding modern technological development. But
faith and hope from a lit candle carried over one wonders to what point in our spiritually
steaming coals in the historic St. Catherine’s more aware history Tarkovsky wishes humanity to return. The Dark Ages perhaps?
pool is a poignant juxtaposition.
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Whichever spiritual world Tarkovsky wishes
to inhabit, his desperation is articulated by
Alexander in his prayers and final, visually
stunning sacrifice to God.
The women in the film seem very archetypal – mother, wife, daughter and maid. He
does however allow the maid a side occupation – Witch (“of the good kind”). Before
the nuclear attack is made apparent, Alexander makes a startling revelation when
discussing why he quit the acting profession - “I didn’t want my ego to dissolve.
There was something in it that struck me
as sinful, something feminine and weak”.
Ironically, one argument could of course
be that the ego itself is prime cause of our
great modern insanity, and that a dissolving into femininity and “sin” would indeed
be a benefit. It is hard to convince oneself
that this is the point Tarkovsky was trying
to make. For, as if Alexander’s authoritative
word wasn’t hammering it home enough,
the resulting inconsolable blubbering grief
displayed by Alexander’s wife at the news
of imminent destruction makes sure the
point is taken. His wife is tranquilised in order to calm her, and even the placid and
collected daughter is injected, perplexingly, for, well, simply being another female I
should suppose.

Tarkovsky’s films stand alone in cinema history for their form and spiritual
content. And I feel a deeper investigation
into the role of women in his films and indeed Tarkovsky’s own life would give a
deeper insight into the filmmaker. I began
to research this article with the intention of
highlighting Tarkovsky’s reverence for the
female and/or the feminine principle – as
his desperate hatred for the modern ego
driven human condition has been so obvious on earlier viewings of his work. But
with subsequent viewings of his films, the
reverence he does show reveals little more
than a social conservatism, guided by an
historically misogynistic Christian faith.
Spiritually, the feminine is either excluded,
or not referenced. Materially she is either a
figment of the male imagination, without a
voice or the necessity to search inward, or
a dangerous escapee from that preferred
order. To return to where we began (this article and our symbolic order), he is, she is
not. And so it has been.
1. Plato, Timaeus and Critias, trans. D, Lee Harmondsworth,
Penguin, 1977
2. Žižek, Slavoj (1999) 'The thing from inner space on Tarkovsky', Angelaki, 4:3, 221 — 231
3. Tarkovsky, A. (Translated by Kitty Hunter-Blair), Sculpting in
Time, University of Texas Press, Austin, 2003, p.17
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